A new Lattice-Boltzmann model for low-Mach reactive flows is presented.
Introduction
Industries from the aerospace, aeronautic and automotive sectors are increasingly relying on numerical simulation tools. From the occasional use of a research and development department, these tools progressively made it to conception and production departments, where they help to continuously improve designs. The field of low-Mach external aerodynamics and aeroacoustics, have been particularly impacted by the rapid development of Lattice-Boltzmann (LB) methods [1] in the last five to ten years. From industrial benchmarks [2] [3] [4] , these methods quickly ramped up to full scale applications: full-scale cars [5, 6] , full-scale aircraft engines [7] and even fullscale aircrafts [8, 9] , oftentimes with outstanding results.
Combustion modelling in the LB framework, however, remain relatively marginal within the combustion community. A hybrid finite difference lattice Boltzmann model has been presented for the simulation of low Mach number flows with significant density changes by Filippova et al [10] almost twenty years ago. An LB model for combustion modelling was then presented by Yamamoto and coworkers [11] [12] [13] for steady and unsteady reactive flows. About ten years ago, a pressure-based lattice Boltzmann model was presented by Chen et al. for low Mach number combustion simulations by [14, 15] , based on an incompressible LB model developed earlier by Guo et al [16] . An entropic lattice Boltzmann model on two-dimensional standard lattice was also presented for compressible thermal flows and extended to combustion applications [17, 18] . More recently, detailed kinetics were successfully implemented in the LB framework [19, 20] .
Thermodynamic closure is one of the key issues in extending the LB capabilities from low-Mach aerodynamics and aero-acoustics to reactive flows, and obtaining satisfactory results in cases with significant thermal expansion is challenging, as indicated by the low-number of combustion models in the LB context. Most of LB models mentioned above for reactive flows were specifically applied under constant pressure, and lack full coupling between thermodynamics and the flow. In particular, because their equilibrium density distribution function only depends on the local density, hydrodynamic pressure and velocity, and not on temperature, these models may fail at setting in motion fluids at rest when heat-release is applied. This aspect is however critical in representing canonical combustion phenomena, such as ignition in a mixing layer, or the dynamics of freely propagating flame in a premixed mixture.
To address this issue, more complex, multi-speed models with aid of finite volume approach were developed for subsonic and supersonic flows [21] , including detonations. Alternatively, coupled lattice Boltzmann models on standard lattices have been investigated in low Mach thermal compressible flows [22, 23] .
The model presented in this work is based on the latter [23] and takes full advantage of the simplicity and practicality of standard lattice models. It is able to deal with multi-component, calorically perfect gas mixtures, and the coupling between the thermodynamics and the flow is two-way. Simplified transport properties are considered, with non-unity Lewis number set for each component. This new LB model for low-Mach reactive flows is presented in the first Section. The second Section validates the model using Cantera [24] as a reference on canonical combustion test cases of premixed and nonpremixed combustion. A single time relaxation process is used to model the collision term of Boltzmann equation in this study, which is the so-called Bhatnagar-GrossKrook (BGK) model [27, 28] .
where τ is the relaxation parameter, δt is the time increment and δt = δx/c. 
where w i is the weight coefficient associated to discrete velocity c i and c s is sound speed.
Using the Chapman-Enskog multiscale technique [28] , the equivalent NavierStokes equations can be recovered as
where the kinematic viscosity ν is related to the relaxation parameter through
And, the pressure is related to the density by the equation of the state p = 
where r = R/W , with R the gas constant, and
linking the mean molecular weight W to the species molecular weights W k and the species mass fractions Y k .
A hybrid thermal LB model
Considering the third order Hermite expansion of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, one can obtain the equilibrium distribution function in discrete Gauss-Hermite space [26] 
5 where [cδ] αβγ = c α δ βγ + c β δ αγ + c γ δ αβ , δ αβ is the Kronecker symbol and θ is the non-dimensional temperature
The moment of equilibrium distribution function on the nearest neighbor type lattices, hereafter referred to as standard lattices (D2Q9, D3Q19, D3Q27, etc.), are then
where Ψ αβγ is a deviation term due to defect of symmetry of standard lattices for the third order moment. This deviation can be corrected by introduction of an extra force term
The LB equation with a force term in the second order accuracy scheme is given as [29] 
where the external force term s i reads [23] 
The mass and momentum conservation equations derived through ChapmanEnskog expansion from this model remain unchanged compared to the classical athermal version (3) and (4), with the exception of the equation of state and the relation between the relaxation time and the viscosity (5), which now reads
The approach proposed here is hybrid: coupled with this lattice Boltzmann description, temperature T and mass fractions Y k equations are solved following a classical finite difference method
D k and D T are respectively the k th species and thermal diffusivities.
As to simplify the introduction of this model, we assume calorically gases, with a constant mixture heat capacity. Transport properties are specified through constant Prandtl number and constant Schmidt number for each species following [30] 
Physical and lattice units for length, time, mass and temperature are related through a reference length scale L 0 , the physical sound speed c sp for space and time, a reference density ρ 0 for mass, and a reference temperature T 0 . Accordingly, the physical variables can be converted from the quantities in lattice units (l subscript) as
where c sp is the reference physical sound speed. It could be set to the fresh gases sound speed, but in low-Mach flows, it is more convenient to keep it as a free parameter. This allows to freely accelerate the convergence rate, by varying the time step somewhere between a velocity based time-step (as in low-Mach solvers) and a sound-speed based time-step (as in compressible solvers). We recommend to adopt a high reference temperature (here T 0 = 3000K) as to restrict the variations of θ − 1 (let us remind that θ = rT /c 2 s ) and improve numerical stability [31, 32] .
Model implementation
A strong advantage of the present model is its simplicity. The algorithm we implemented is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In essence, two solvers are simultaneously running:
• the Lattice Boltzmann (LB) solver, for mass and momentum conservation Eqs (3) and (4)
• the Finite Differences (FD) solver, for temperature T and mass fractions Y k evolution through Eqs (16) and (17) Start
Streaming and collision step (13) Update (ρ, u)
Compute right handside of Eqs. (16) and (17) Runge Kutta integration At the end of each time-step, the two solvers exchange macroscopic values:
(ρ, u) is sent from the LB to the FD solver, and the gas composition and temperature (T, Y k ) from the FD to the LB solver.
The LB solver, being of very classical form as well as built on standard lattices, can share most of the features of standard LB methods. In particular, a regularized BGK collision model was employed to enhance the robustness [33, 34] , albeit not strictly necessary for the test cases proposed
here. The gradients in the correction term (14) are numerically implemented by an isotropic second order central difference scheme [35, 36] .
The FD solver's implementation is also very straight-forward. Equations (16) and (17) are integrated through a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme in time and the same isotropic finite difference scheme was adopted for the convective and diffusive terms [35, 36] .
Boundary conditions
A non-equilibrium bounce back scheme with a regularization procedure [37] is employed at the inlets for the LB solver, allowing to set all velocity components and the pressure (or density). (T, Y k ) are hard-coded at inlets for the FD solver.
Outlets are treated as zero-gradient boundaries on microscopic distribution functions f i as well as T and Y k variables.
Validation through canonical combustion problems
This section aims at validating the combustion model developed in a D2Q9 Lattice-Boltzmann framework against solutions from Cantera [24], a
well-validated open source tool designed to compute quickly and efficiently.
It incorporates and executes fundamental thermodynamics, chemical kinetics and species transport calculations.
Premixed combustion: freely propagating flame
Let us consider a multi-component gas consisting of
with Schmidt numbers listed in Tab. 1, along with the parameters from the viscosity's power-law,
and the Prandtl number, defining now entirely the species and thermal diffuses properties through (18 to be constant C p = 1008J/K/kg. E a = 30kcal/mol, and C i are the molar concentrations for species i.
Having introduced these kinetic, thermodynamic and transport properties, let us now consider the most popular laminar flame, the so-called freely propagating flame. A pseudo one-dimensional domain is now initialized as
the fresh gases corresponding to a stoichiometric mixture of propane and air in ambient conditions (1atm., 300K), and the burnt gases being set to the adiabatic temperature at ambient pressure. The right side consists of the combustion products of the fresh gases combustion, with 3070K being the adiabatic flame temperature. Let us remind here that we are considering constant C p and a reduced number of species, which both contribute to the rather high burnt gas temperature.
While Cantera [24] includes an straight-forward automated procedure for computing the flame speed, our LB model does not. Computations were initialized as a Heaviside function between the fresh and burnt states. The velocity U f is imposed at the inlet, with U f set arbitrarily, given the flame does not leave the computational domain before convergence.
After initial establishment of the flow, the flame speed can be estimated through
where the f subscript indicate the fresh gases, and b denotes the burnt gases
properties (respectively the first and last points of the simulation domain).
Mass fractions and temperature profiles in the stoichiometric premixed flame are presented in Fig. 2 , showing excellent agreement between our method and the Cantera-computed reference. As an additional validation, the equivalence ratio dependence of the flame speed, estimated through Eq. (22) is presented in Fig. 3 and compared with the Cantera reference value. The left side of the plot indicates convergence histories, through the time evolution of the velocity evaluated as (22) . For most computations, U f = 0, but 0.4 and 0.8m/s were also tested at ϕ = 1, as to check the consistence of the model. As indicated by the convergence histories, the obtained flame speed is independent of the inlet velocity U f and does indeed converge to Cantera's predictions. This test case, consisting of two counter flows (oxidizer and fuel), can in principle be solved as a 1D problem with an adequate choice of variables [38, 39] , as done in Cantera [24] . For validation purposes, however, it is sometimes convenient to solve a 2D problem. A two-dimensional rectangular L × l is adopted as geometry domain for our LBM computation. Top and bottom boundaries are inlet, whereas the left boundary is a symmetry, and the right is a pressure outlet. Kinetic, thermodynamic and transport properties are identical to those of the premixed flame presented above.
The fuel mixture with uniform density ρ f , speed U f and temperature T f = 300K is injected from the upper boundary at atmospheric pressure.
On the opposite inlet, air is uniformly injected at ρ ox , U ox , T ox = 300K and atmospheric pressure. Fuel and oxidizer mixtures have the same N 2 mass fraction Y N 2 = 0.767, the remainder being propane and dioxygen, respectively. The set up for L/l = 2 is illustrated in Fig. 4 through the superposition of streamlines and temperature profiles, for mass flow rates
corresponds to a strain of 16.5s −1 . It is interesting to note that no specific treatment was found necessary in the inlet/outlet corners, whereas with more conventional methods authors typically extend the domain as to have an outlet far from the inlet [40] .
Mass fractions, axial velocity and temperature profiles are reported in simulation domain rather than the model. The strain rate at extinction is 305s −1 with our LB model, whereas Cantera sets it at 310s −1 . These results conclude the validation of our flow model.
Concluding remarks
A new LB combustion model has been presented. It is, to the knowledge of the authors, the first to pass the standard canonical combustion test cases of freely propagating premixed flame and counter-flow diffusion flame with strains up to extinction. In practice, the number of independent variables is the number of lattice discrete velocities (9 in our D2Q9 implementation), plus the temperature, and a N − 1 or N mass fractions (N being the number of chemical species), as is typical in combustion modelling [30] .
The main assumptions are:
• low Mach number
• simplified transport properties, specified by species individual Schmidt numbers
• constant mixture heat capacity.
The last hypothesis, adopted for the sake of readability, is the most limiting in practice and is to be relaxed in our next work in preparation.
